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ABSTRACT
As the number of Big Data related methods, tools, frameworks and solutions is growing, there is a need to classify and make available the knowledge related to this domain. This is especially useful for countries which, so far, have suffered from some lack of infrastructure in Big Data. In this article, we describe the deployment of an open online platform gathering lectures and resources, from multiple partnered European institutions, tailored for West Balkan students through focuses on local Big Data challenges.

CCS CONCEPTS
- Information systems → Data management systems; → Applied computing → Education.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Big Data refers to data sets which have large sizes and complex structures. The data size can range from dozens of terabytes to a few zettabytes and is still growing [7]. Big Data Analytics, hence, refers to the strategy of analyzing large volumes of data that gathered from a wide variety of sources, including social networks, transaction records, videos, digital images and different kind of sensors. In an attempt to support the European data economy policy [1], our consortium proposed a training approach [2] and established the infrastructure for collaborative work of teachers/trainees with PhD students and other interested parties such as industries.
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handle Big Data, we proposed a characterization of the landscapes in the topics related to Big Data. Indeed, we propose to categorise the Big Data landscape as follows: Cloud Marketplaces; Hadoop as a Web Service/Platform; Operational Database Management Systems; NoSQL/Graph databases; Stream Processing Engines; Analytics Software/System/Platform; Data Analytics Languages; Optimization Library for Big Data; Library/API for Big Data; ML Library/API for Big Data; Visualization Software/System; Distributed Messaging System. Overall, more than 80 tools have been identified and classified so that the students can be guided by their use-case when they need to select a tool for a specific application.

2.4 An OpenCourseWare Integration

The platform provides access to the SlideWiki OpenCourseWare system.6 In a nutshell, SlideWiki is an open, web-based OpenCourseWare authoring platform that aims to provide an open and accessible platform to create and share qualitative, rich and engaging educational content following the 5R principles of OERs [6]. The platform allows educators to create, edit, translate and reuse HTML slide presentations complemented with comments, links to sources and supporting materials as well as questions to help learners.

The SlideWiki tool has the ability to import and export data from/into different data formats, thus SlideWiki users that use the SlideWiki presentation mode can merge the content we are sharing directly into their presentations. Moreover, SlideWiki allows to create self-assessment exam sheets; therefore, teachers are able to set up exams where users can test their knowledge about a lecture.

3 CONCLUSIONS

In order to foster knowledge about Big Data analytics in the West Balkan area, we set up various actions, from staff-exchange to summer schools. Among these actions, we also deployed an online and open platform gathering all the material presented to students plus additional analyses. So far, our platform counts more than 150 registered users and shares 40+ lectures in different formats. Moreover, the initiative of opening such a platform allows users to learn at anytime virtually (which proved to be very useful during the COVID-19 outbreak) and from anywhere. The latter thereby broadens the possible audience of our lectures which can now be taken outside the West Balkan region.
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